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Looking back, it was three years after
the last conference in October, 1981 and
two and half years ago we embarked on
our Fifth Generation Computer Systems
(FGCS) Project. The various experienceswe
have had in the past two and a half years
reinforce our confidence in the basic concept
we formulated at the start of the project.

Underlying our concept is the recog-
nition thatTa newjphase of computer~his-
tory is coming. The project repr£Bj&&tsj>ur
commitment to_ prepare for the new era.
Many people have pointed out^ that thereis,a
limit to the current framework of computer
technology; what we want to point out is
that the possibility of a new technological
framework is in sight.

The conceptual framework we proposed
is a possibility and a hypothesis. To prove
that it is viable is the aim of the project.

Needless to say, this framework does
not have the support ofjdl .pespliLJUllC&Jt
is a hypotEesls. But we cannot wait un-
til weHb£ve~the support of everyone before
we begin preparations for a new age. At
the same time, we must realize that if the
basic concept is wrong, we will easily lose
the confidence of people.

I am happy to say that, as we see it now,
our own research experience in the past two
years or so is endorsing and reinforcing our
basic hypothesis. Furthermore, these three

years have seen a growing understanding of
our basic concept all over the world.

It is true that our proposal made a
sensation throughout the world. This was
presumably because it basically appealed to
people as something presaging a new era,
thoughpartly misunderstood. Thefact that
it did not end in a mere short-lived sen-
sation but has led to the start of similar
projects and new research efforts in various
parts of the world seems to corroborate that
our basic concept is right.

We explained our conceptual new
framework for computer technology at the
last conference and on other occasions, but
let me recapitulate it now.

The conceptual framework is, in a nut-
shell, intended to reconstruct the body of
computer hardware and softwaFe^on""l<lie
basis of a logic system called predicate
logic. In otheTygordly-it -assumes thft nftxt-
generation computer as a predicate, Jogic
machine. We might call it an inference
machine because the basic operation of
predicate logic is inference.

Current computers have a language
called a machine language. The machine
language defines the architecture of a com-
puter. And software is basically built on
the machine language. The characteristics
of so-called yonNeumann type machines are
intensively represented in the machine lan-
guage.
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In our conceptual framework we call our
machine language equivalent the kernel lan-
guage. We contemplate formulating a predi-
cate logic-based language, as thiskernel lan-
guage, or a new machine language.

Assuming a new machine language
level, we naturally need new hardware and
software architectures.

The hardware will be basically designed
for p?rallfil opTfflti^Ti or associative search
since its basic function will be inference.
Present yon Neumann type computers are
basically built for sequential operation and
address search. Therefore, a parallel, as-
sociative inference machine will be a sort of
non-yon Neumann computer.

On the other hand, the software will
be built by combining the basic inference
functions provided by the hardware.

Our kernel language, a sort of non-
procedural language, falls under the cate-
gory of very high-level language in the cur-
rent technological framework. Since it will
become a machine language, we can start
from a far higher level than at present
in software construction. The capability
of the language will be utilized to achieve
sophisticated functions such as knowledge
information processing and natural language
processing.

I would add here that the kernel lan-
guage is not a user language. Higher-
level languages than the kernel language will
be formulated one after another as user-
oriented languages. What are now called
knowledge representation languages could
be positioned at that level, though the_ ul-
timate fo^^^^
be natural languages.

I have given a very brief description of
our conceptual framework.

Our concept including the assumption
of a predicate logic language as the ker-

nel language is a hypothesis, a working
hypothesis for carrying on the project. But
it is not arandom choice. It is a vision based
on an overall analysis of the past andfuture
progress of research and technology in the
information processing world.

I explained this in detail at the last con-
ference. Subsequent developments do not
seem to indicate any need to revise our con-
cept basically. Rather they may be said to
reinforce it.

The research fields we addressed are
broadly divided into artificial intelligence,
software engineering, architecture, and sup-
porting devices. Also studiedwere the social
image and needs of the future.

As for the field of artificial intelligence,
i* our project was predicted jra jbhe prospect

that^ppljcations of artificial intelligence
would become the main stream of future
information processing:~*"That is, artificial
intelligence will not only create unique ap-
plication areas but have a close bearing on
the sophistication of conventional applica-
tion areas.

Knowledge engineering and expert sys-
tems as its applications are emerging. We
see this as a presage of the future.

The commercial business revolving
around applications of artificial intelligence,
notably expert systems and natural, lan-
guage processing, has been in the spotlight
these few years. But we have no intention to
get involved in the artificial intelligence busi-
ness. The present artificial intelligence busi-
ness concerns current-generation computers.
Even if it makes economic sense for the time
being, it will reach its limit before long.

We do not mean to ignore the
significanceof the artificial intelligence busi-
ness. Rather our position is that if it
is to achieve healthy growth in the fu-
ture, it needs a new improved technological
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base. And the experience in applications of
artificial intelligence accumulated until such
base is established will contribute toward its
growth in the future.

By the way, our project is not an
artificial intelligence project or an expert
system project as wrongly understood by
some people. Artificial intelligence research,
which is aimed at clarifying the mechanism
of intelligence, is an open field requiring a
very long period of sustained effort. Expert
systems also offer unlimited potential for ap-
plication. No project can cover all of them.

ut o^^JP^oj^t is cl°s?}yLJ^lated to y.
the_ fields of artificial intelligence and ex-jfc
pert systems^ The selection ofTiheTEirnel
fanguage is also deeply related to the prob-
lem of knowledge representation languages.
So, one of the reasons for choosing a predi-
cate logic language as the kernel language
is that predicate logic is a promising, if not
the only, candidate for a knowledge repre-
sentation base.

One of the research fields support-
ing our concept is software engineering.
Improvement of software productivity is^-
one of our greatest concerns. But we
Have no intention to deal directly with
9Ji£L^t^§Jtt§liMon_£rpd^ts such as ADA
andJJHDk^kg£3&§g^QßrJbasiiTattitnde is to
free our th|nk|n£from the constraints of the
present technological frameworET~~~~~""~

m ~-

From a new standpoint we will be able
to see the way clear to build on the past
results of software engineering. In that sense
we may call our project a software engineer- J>
ing pn^ecFFor a new age! ~~*' *^

In software engineering, functional and
object-oriented language loom large among
itfedj£a!§.^ we see it, these
languages can be organically integrated on
the basis of a logic type language. Building
an intelligent programming system on that
basis is one of the primary objectives of the

project.

It will integrate specification, verifica-
tion, transformation, synthesis, debugging
and so forth from a new standpoint. We
may say it agrees in future direction with the
concepts of rapid prototyping and fourth-
generation languages now being addressed
in software engineering.

In the field of software technology, it
is desirable to organically integrate the pro-
gramming world and the_ database world,

jmodel. js a promising
direction, and it jta basedjojoj^redicate logic*

A higher-level data model is also being
studied on the basis of the relational model.
It is approaching the problem of knowledge
representation. We might say there is a
major trend toward integration of software
engineering research, database research and
artificial intelligence research, which were
conductedby separate groups for some time.

Our project is more than a software en-
gineering project for the next generation.
One of the lessons learned from software
engineering, among others, concerns the
present hardware architecture. To ensure
that new ideas emerging in the software field
become established, it is desirable to support
them with hardware. Rather they will work
only if they are combined with hardware.

Newresearch in computer architecture,
especially research in parallel machines, has
come to be linked with functional languages
and relational languages, that is, predicate
logic and object-oriented languages.

Such architectural research is led by
software concepts on the one hand and sup-
ported by forecasts of advances in device
technology on the other.

Our basic concept is intended to grasp
the progress and future direction of re-
search in the information processing field
and thereby organized them into a unified
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What I would like to stress here is
we must have the overall picture and the
basic philosophy behind it. In each of these
various fields, there can be multiple options
and solutions. But if looking in theperspec-
tive of overall picture, possible options or
answers swill be much fewer. If we can see
no philosophy to support the whole picture
as a whole, it means mere continuation of
the present framework.

Our argument is for the possible ex-
istence of a new framework. As long as
it remains a possibility, there can be argu-
ments against it. And different frameworks
than ours may be proposed. For now,
however, we may say there is no alternative
presented to our conceptual framework as a
whole, thoughthere is much criticism of its
details. While it is all right to searchfor al-
ternatives, it will also be necessary to make
efforts to verify the direction we believe we
have found.

As you may know, the current techni-
cal arguments center around the kernel lan-
guage. I would like to discuss this a little
more.

One argument, though based on misun-
t derstandings, concerns the positioning of

W^j! .v^ke kernel language. It questions the ap-
yyN&*^ of the kernel language as a
fi^fc^i user language, because Prolog is currently
* y used as a user language. But we position

*** lJ»he kernel language as a machine language.

£*£) Another argument, also based on
misunderstandings, maintains that we have
chosen Prolog as it is and that this has
its weaknesses and limits. From the outset
we have clearly stated that while Prolog, a
predicate logic language, is worth studying
as a starting point, it needs to be improved
and expanded.

It is as a working hypotheses for es-

tablishing a new technological framework
that we are assuming a predicate logic lan-
guage as the kernel language. It is based
on our belief but is not a definitive conclu-
sion. Neither Prolog nor our current ker-
nel language is a finished product. But it
is our thinking that a working hypothesis is
effective if it is clear.

It seems that people criticizing some-
thing as a finished product have the wrong
idea that our project aims at making com-
mercial products in the near future. We are
rather looking at possibilities for the future.

The criticisms of our kernel language
include such resonable questions as whether
there is no better alternative to it and
whether a predicate logic language has the
power to support future commercial- scab
software.

Among the candidates for a new lan-
guage are functional and object-oriented
languages. You will see from my speech
at the last conference that we have studied
these types of languages for a long time.
Our position was that the advantages of
these languages would be organically in-
tegrated into a predicate logic-based lan-
guage. Needless to say, it was also a
hypothesis.

Besides, we stated at theput set that it
would be necessary to expand the language
for high-level inference and problem solving
and to develop a higher-level language.

Now let us review these opinions or
misunderstanding in light of the progress
made in the initial stage of our project.

As you are aware, we have developed
sequential inference machines as tools for re-
search in the intermediate stage andbeyond.
One of them is PSI.

We designed KLO as a machine lan-
guage for sequential inference machines. PSI
is a KLO machine. Basically, KLO may be
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said to be an expanded version of Prolog.
But it is a machine language. So we designed
irinofe user-friendly language called ESP.
This language incorporates modular and
macro functions, among others. It may be
called a macro assembly language for KLO.

ESP naturally realizes functional and
object-oriented notations using its macro
function. It may not be a final solution,
but we believe it is an answer to the initial
hypothesis.

The operating system for PSI is called
SIMPOS. All SIMPOS programs are written
in ESP. One criticism of a predicate logic
language concerned the question of whether
it could be used for writing control programs
like operating systems. Our experiment will
provide an answer to that question. Besides,
I would like to point out that SIMPOS is
large-scale software.

There are expected to be numerous
difficulties in writing a new operaing system
in a new language. But the use of ESP has
proved effective in improving the produc-
tivity of software construction as well as sys-
tem efficiency.

SIMPOS is still under development, and
no large application program is yet to be
run on it. Although I am not able to say
anything definite at this stage, I may say
that our experience with ESP and SIMPOS
provides data to respond to much of the
criticism to date.

KLO was designed immediately after
the start of the project. Therefore, it reflects
the constraints involved in sequential execu-
tion.

To prepare for activities in the inter-
mediate stage and later, we have studied
XLI as a language incorporating paral-
elism and other improvements over KLO.
ConcurrentProlog, which emerged as an ex-
panded version of Prolog, has been a great

help to our XLI design effort. Concurrent
Prolog has potential for object-oriented pro-
gramming and parallel event simulation
based on stream parallel programming.

Incidentally, predicate logic languages
including Prolog are based on a predicate
logic subsystem called the Horn clause. This
is a sort of restriction. While it is desirable
to place a sort of appropriate restriction on
the kernel language as a machine language,
it alone is naturally insufficient from the
standpoint of knowledge representation or
semantic representation. Research in the
direction of its extension is also necessary.

But it is desirable not to move it back
to normal first order predicate logic or high-
order predicate logic but to seek a different
structure. From the outset we have pointed
out the possibility of a multi-level struc-
ture incorporating something like a meta-
inference function. We have conducted re-
search on these lines for the past two years,
and are reflecting the results in the XLI
design.

It may be in order to respond to the
criticism that we use the term inference
too easily. It stands to reason that in-
ference in general is highly complex and in-
volves operations yet to be clarified. When
we say inference machines, for instance, we
mean basic inference such as is dealt with
in symbolic logic. Nevertheless, it is also in-
ference. Maybe the question is whether a
combination of such basic inference opera-
tions makes possible sophisticated inference,
such as, for example, induction.

Though this depends on philosophical
standpoints, our position is that induction
is also complex inference and, if analyzed, is
reduced to a combination of basic inferences.
Of course, this is also a hypothesis and,
therefore, an important research theme.

Among the questions often discussed
in connection with the kernel language is
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whether to use Lisp or Prolog. As stated
earlier, we do not feel m^omfqj^ftblfiLjnJib
{BjHn^KfTenserTEaTlt is a functional lanr
guage. We believe that the two languages

merged in the future, pos-
siblj^^^rnight,.

But the characteristic of this sort of
discussion seems to be that it is based on
the view that the kernel language as it ex-
ists now is a finished product. We are not
directly committed to arguments over which
of the two languages will provide a bet-
ter basis for commercial systems of current-
generation computers in the near future.

Let me reiterate that our project is
aimed at building a new framework. Our
standpoint is based on what is effective as a
working hypotheses for that purpose. From
this standpoint our project is pursuing our
choice; we do not intend to force this on
similar projects in overseas countries. Nor
can we do so. We wonder if any criticism
based on misunderstanding of this basic
position ofours is valid. Of course, construc-
tive criticisms based on mutual understand-
ing are important and useful. We believe
we have attentively listened to them. For
the world as a whole, it is desirable to make
efforts to explore various possibilities, be-
cause they will complement each other to
accelerate the arrival of a new age.

Through the experiences of the past
three years, we have deepened our faith
in the basic concept and framework of the
project. Of course, this conference marks
only the end of the initial stage of the
project, and it is as yet too early to an-
nounce any conclusions; but I believe we are
capable of saying this much.

What we have been engaged in
throughout thepast two years and more may
be described as preparation for the full-scale
research of the project in the intermediate
stage and beyond.

These preparations include not only
basic research, but also the construction of
tools for use in research in the intermediate
stage.

These "tools* are not simply tools; in-
corporated in them are the basic concepts of
the project, for use in design.

The PSI sequential inference machine
and DELTA relational database machine,
developed in the initial stage, may be
regarded as such tools. This development
was, at the same time, a reaffirmation of
the basic concepts we have adopted. These
results may be witnessed here at this con-
ference, and also through demonstrations
held within the Institute.

Together with these results, I would
here like to note the vigorous research ac-
tivities underway not only in Japan, but
in other countries as well. These activities
grow with each passing year, bringing forth
a variety of technical achievements. Of
course, these efforts lie outside this project,
but many of them fit well into our project
framework. For us, this lends powerful sup-
port to our own work; taking a wider point
of view, however, this may be seen as the
beginning of a movement to a new age. Our
project may then be ranked as one part of
this broader movement.

Based on theresults gained in theinitial
stage, the intermediate stage of our project
will be initiated next year. This presupposes
a reaffirmation of the basic strategy which
we have established.

In the intermediate stage, we have
planned more challenging research themes
than were attempted in the initial stage.

Parallel inference machines and knowl-
edge base machines are themes which will be
taken up on fuller scale in the intermediate
stage. In addition, work will begin with
more emphasis on natural language process-
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ing and knowledge information processing.
In this research, the tools developed in
the initial stage are expected to be put to
effective use.

In accumulating software to be run on
sequential inference machines, attempts will
be made to solve problems at the level of
practical application. Through this, more
people will gain an understanding of the ap-
proach we have adopted, thus we anticipate
a new kind of culture in computer technol-
ogy will emerge.

The approach we have put forward was
meant to serve as a framework for future
technology; it should not, however, act to
constrain the diverse efforts being made in
moving toward the future. Rather, it may
be regarded as the key to a new world. This
"new world" I speak of will offer us more
freedom, more space in which to move. A
large number of original ideas will be neces-
sary; these ideas will not stand alone, but
must be organically linked, to give shape to
this new world. We believe that the present
plan provides a viable framework for this.

tion of a project based on such a bold
hypothesis is a first for Japan. But for
Japan, which has developed its prosperity
with the assistance of a number of other na-
tions, contributions to the world community
are possible only by efforts which entail a
certain amount of risk. It is our fervent
hope that, once this is understood, thecircle
of cooperation will spread throughout the
world. For my part, I wish only that this
conference may serve as a medium for fresh
exchanges of ideas, and that it will lead to
greaterfuture development.

Given a reaffirmation of our basic con-
ception, what I would in closing like to stress
is the problem of international cooperation
in moving toward a new age. Our project *4-£
is, in effect, jmeffort jto create^^ew^a^JbrImodern man. This in turn signifies that our

must notJbe exclusive closed to
outsiders. What I have called "the creation
of a new age" is not "possible for a single
nation^ through a jing^lepf êct. TSeTaew^*
"age will be brought about by" the will of
the people of the world to move into the fu-
ture, andby the cooperative efforts of these
people. Nor must these efforts be the result
of prodding or coercion. Cooperation must
be based on spontaneous efforts toward a
common goal.

Our conception has been evaluated by
some as a bold hypothesis. The inaugura-


